Algorithms Set To Displace
The Constitution
Satire shockingly makes the point that society is increasingly run by
algorithms instead of by the rule of law and citizen rights under the
Constitution. Citizens must stop this before it is totally embedded into
our society. ⁃ TN Editor
Comment from Aldous Huxley
For those too ignorant or too full of cognitive dissonance here is a short
understanding for ya..
It is Saturday morning and I like to wake up early so I had set my iPhone
alarm to wake me at 5am. (Apple now knows what time i woke). I grab
my iPhone and head to the kitchen and turn the coffee maker on (it
wirelessly informs several other kitchen appliances, Alexa and my
iPhone denotes this too). I open the fridge (it sends a signal to other
kitchen appliances and my iPhone) and to grab a few items. Yogurt,
orange juice, some blueberries. When I shut the fridge door the RFID
signal on the packages I took out were read by the fridge so it knows

what was removed and at what time. Now apple and others know, with
near certainty who was up, rummaging in the fridge and what they took
out. (Ok I think you get the point of “breakfast in the new age” so let’s
move on. )
I go to my closet and grab blue jeans a button down shoes belt. Each has
an RFID from the retail location I purchased as does my cleaners who
placed a very small RFID barcode on each garment for tracking
purposes. Both these signals are tracked by my iPhone, wifi signals,
kitchen appliances etc. The kitchen appliances are still snooping on me
so they can sell my activity tracking information to other retailers.
Seems if you purchased a microwave for hundreds of dollars you should
get a huge discount if they informed you they were going to spy on you
and sell your activity or at least offer a choice of no spying. Seems every
single thing I buy, with MY hard earned money, is now making money
OFF ME. But I digress.
Anyway, I head out to the basement and every door has a sensor from
my home security. It can track every door that opens and infrared
movement. It tracks me via door openings going to the basement and the
motion sensor follows my every move. I open my safe grab my gun and
head to my vehicle. With the fridge, microwave, coffee maker, doors and
motion sensors, iPhone, Alexa and numerous other things now tracking
me, my car now gets involved. The hands free portion of my
entertainment system recognizes me and my voice. The car starts and
the little black box, gps, phone system are all on me like a bloodhound. I
am tracked to every location I go, every traffic signal camera, and every
light I stop at. Every song I listen too whether sad or upbeat is denoted,
filed, logged. I pass near businesses and all my data is shared with them
and to their own security cameras. Yet, Here I am thinking nobody
knows where I am, where I am going, what I am listening to, what I am
thinking, or what I am about to do. I was truly enjoying my weekend and
looking forward to spending quality time with my wife and kids.
Over the past week, a stressful week at that, I needed some quite
relaxing woods time. I had decided to go for aa short hike. I had brought
my gun because it was coyote mating season and they can get
aggressive. As I was driving down the nearly abandoned country road I

see blue lights in my rear view mirror. I pull over. A loud speaker comes
on and demands I throw the gun out of the car and step out slowly. I
have done nothing wrong and do not understand and certainly do not
want to scratch up my $7,500 .22 nearly rusted revolver. I have a permit
and am not a threat. So I decided to open the door and the last thing I
remember before being shot to death was loud banging.
The ensuing investigation and media narrative was they “knew” I had a
stressful week and was planning on hurting, someone, or myself. That I
had chosen to “die by cop” instead. Even though the sweet note I had
left my wife and kids stating I was going hiking and will bring my
revolver just in case because coyotes were in abundance since hunting
was outlawed and how much I loved them and looked forward to picking
them up in a few hours to go to the local town fair. Well, that was all but
ignored and explained away. It did not fit the narrative that guns are evil
and people that own them have them or even like them are borderline
unstable at a minimum.
What nobody was asking is how did the officer “know” I had a gun?
“Why” did the officer feel I was a threat at that time due to a stressful
week? Amongst any other questions at all.
It did not matter, I was dead, my family lost, kids life changed forever
and my reputation as a gun wielding mad man will forever follow my
family and negatively affect them until they die. When others see this
example, they will all, like rank and file, stiffen up and toe the line of
compliance for surely they do not want a similar situational issue or
outcome because they all deep down realize they are being tracked but
they ignore it because Clash of Clans is just so addictive and gives you
something to do for the 38 seconds you must be alone in public while
waiting on friends to park their car.
Welcome to your new life and country controlled by algorithms vs the
Constitution. Hope you really get a full mouthful of it, so much in fact it
makes you sick. You deserve it all.
Read full story here…

